PRODUCT DATA DRAWING

COMPONENTS:

CONNECTORS
- SMA MALE R/A (SF2915-6001)
- SMP FEMALE R/A (1222-4011)

CABLE:
- FLEXIBLE Ø.085 CABLE (200-70-139)

SHRINK TUBING:
- M23053/5

PERFORMANCE:

IMPEDEANCE: 50 OHMS
FREQ. RANGE: DC TO 12.4 GHz.

---

OAL ± 250° [6.350mm]

SEE TABLE

---

SV P/N | OAL
--- | ---
7029-4047 | 9.843" [250.000mm]
7029-4048 | 19.685" [500.000mm]
Amphenol:
7029-4047